
I. Background

1.1 Quantitative Metaphor Research

Analyzing metaphors in discourse requires an appropriate method to obtain the best desirable

outcome. As for the quantitative metaphor analysis, it is highly important that we precisely

quantify all the information about metaphorical expressions captured in the text. The first step

is to identify which lexical units are ‘metaphors,’ and to prepare the data for the quantification

process that follows next. In any type of metaphor research, a quantitative approach plays a sig-

nificant role in clarifying the occurrence frequency of metaphorical expressions found in the

text.

Corpus-based approaches to critical metaphor analysis enhance the beneficial quantitative as-

pect of metaphor research; e. g. Charteris-Black (2004, 2005), Deignan (1999, 2005, 2008a,

2008b), Koller (2004, 2008), Semino (2006), Stefanowitsch & Gries (2006), Tognini-Bonelli

(2001) etc. Quantitative metaphor research seems to have an advantage in terms of its data

processing performance, especially from a statistical point of view. ‘WordSmith Tools (version

5.0)’ by Lexical Analysis Software Ltd.1), for example, analyzes the electric text given and

shows various kinds of data set, such as the exact location (word number), paragraph number,
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1) Details available at : http://www.lexically.net/wordsmith/index.html
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lexical co-occurrence, and dispersion plot. We should note, however, the data presented by a

concordancer is still ‘raw-data,’ and enumerating these numerical and/or lexical results in dis-

cussions is not always persuasive enough to state the rhetorical roles of metaphors. As Gries

(2009 : p. 173) states, “Statistical analysis is an indispensable ingredient of corpus-linguistic

work.” What is ideally required here is an additional statistical process to reexamine the data,

so that we may mine some important findings out of it.

1.2 ‘Mental Distance’ Analysis and Its Chronological Perspective

‘Mental Distance’ analysis proposed by Shimizu (2010a) is a quantitative corpus-based ap-

proach to metaphor. It visually and statistically demonstrates the roles of metaphorical expres-

sions uttered in a single business speech, from a chronological perspective. The distinctive

feature of the mental distance analysis is that it focuses on the chronological flows of meta-

phorical expressions. Shimizu (2010b : p. 205) defines the mental distance analysis as follows:

‘Mental Distance’ analysis . . . is designed to capture the chronological variations of the

speaker’s conceptual viewpoints toward an issue, through investigating metaphorical ex-

pressions and the underlying ‘conceptual metaphors’ (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980) found in

a business speech.

The important goals of the analysis are:

(1) to visually depict the chronological flow of the mental distance within a single business

speech.

(2) to statistically show which conceptual metaphors share the highest positive and negative

correlations between themselves.

A simplified image of the chronological mental distance flow is illustrated in Figure 1�2�1.

This concept is derived from the idea, called ‘Elevation Model’ (Shimizu, 2009 : pp. 147�148).
In the elevation model, while the speaker’s expressions are literal, without any metaphorical

expressions uttered along the timeline, the mental distance elevation stays at zero on the base-

line. And when the expressions become metaphorical with one or more metaphorical expres-

sions applied, the elevation increases. The distance between the point of elevation (the black

dots on the line graph) and the baseline (the gray timeline arrow) is considered the mental dis-

tance at a certain time period in the speech.

In order to put this prototype into practice, Shimizu (2010a) conducted an experimental pilot

study, which realized the actual demonstrative mental distance line graph (Figure 1�2�2). In
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Fig. 1�2�1 : Hypothetical elevation model structure (Prototype)－from Shimizu (2010a : p. 250)
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the pilot study, the ‘Scope & Step’ concept was first proposed, and T-Scope (version 1.0) was

also developed to calculate the quantitative numerical values captured in the ‘Scopes.’ Also, T-

Scope 1.0 produced a statistic-friendly set of numerical data that works smoothly with Micro-

soft Excel. This first made the comparative statistical mental distance correlation analysis

possible.

The correlation comparison table (Table 1�2�3) allows us to figure out which conceptual

metaphor groups (CG, RG, SG, HG, XG and MG) had the higher positive and negative corre-

lation patterns between their mental distance flows throughout a single business speech. From

this table we could learn that the groups labeled SG & XG shared the highest positive correla-

tion, and SG & RG shared the highest negative correlation. The highest correlation values

shown on the “Sum” line on the bottom (CG: 0.55 and SG: 0.54) indicated that the groups la-

beled CG and SG should play the most influential part in governing the whole conceptual

(metaphorical) image of the body in the speech.

II. T-Scope－Version 1.0

2.1 General Procedure of the First Pilot Study

As described in the previous section, T-Scope (version 1.0) was developed at the time of the

first experimental pilot study, conducted in 2009. Before starting the actual mental distance

analysis, it was necessary to set the “Conceptual Metaphor Groups” (Shimizu 2010a : pp. 251�

252) in advance. In the pilot study, six Conceptual Metaphor Groups were set, and the sample

speech texts were all manually checked, while extracting the metaphorical expressions appear-

ing in the corpus. During the process, every one of the metaphorical expressions was securely
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Fig. 1�2�2 : ‘Mental Distance’ chronological elevation－from Shimizu (2010a : p. 259)

Table 1�2�3 : Statistical correlation comparison－from Shimizu (2010a : p. 261)

CG RG SG HG XG MG Sum

CG 1
RG 0.097771 1
SG 0.131891 �0.20488 1
HG 0.107929 0.099543 �0.0335 1
XG �0.07495 �0.11255 0.19938 �0.1318 1
MG 0.177885 0.058872 0.074249 0.056536 �0.03686 1
Sum 0.550275 0.216134 0.543811 0.31965 0.491273 0.41304 1



tagged in the electric text file, to identify the conceptual metaphor group they belonged to :

＜CG＞, ＜RG＞, ＜SG＞, ＜HG＞, ＜XG＞ and ＜MG＞.

Next, the electric text file was set on the concordancing program, WordSmith Tools 5.0, to

obtain the precise location and frequency information. When all the locations of the metaphori-

cal expressions were identified, the exact word numbers were manually transcribed onto an

Excel worksheet (Figure 2�1�1) for the quantification process employing the newly-developed

program, ‘T-Scope version 1.0.’

2.2 ‘Scope & Step’ Concept2)

One of the fundamental key concepts in the chronological mental distance analysis is the ‘Scope

& Step’ concept. A ‘Scope’ parameter is the number of words, which determines the range of

scope. In other words, a ‘Scope’ parameter indicates the number of words a single scope may

capture at once. A ‘Step’ parameter indicates the number of words the scope proceeds to, to

work on another scope. The fundamental idea of the ‘Scope & Step’ parameters is described

in Figure 2�2�1.

This feature is like having a square-shaped magnifying glass moving on the Excel worksheet

from the top to the bottom, searching for the cells in which there is a number “1” that identifies

the presence of a metaphorical expression. While it is moving down to the end, T-Scope calcu-

lates the number of “1”s appearing in each vertical row of the conceptual metaphor groups.

Figure 2�2�2 demonstrates the sample image of the T-Scope’s calculating behavior with the

‘Scope’ value of 20 and the ‘Step’ value of 10.

When the calculation is completed, T-Scope will show the result on another worksheet. The
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Fig. 2�1�1 : Sample screenshot of T-Scope version 1.0－from Shimizu (2010a : p. 253)

Word NumberWord Number

Metaphorical ExpressionMetaphorical Expression

(Presence)(Presence)

SAMPLE

2) It should be noted that the meaning of the term ‘scope’ is thoroughly different from that of ��������

(2000 : pp. 80�81)
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Fig. 2�2�1 : ‘Scope & Step’ concept－from Shimizu (2010a : p. 254)
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(Scope 1)

01�20 1 1 2 1 1 1

(Scope 2)

11�30 1 0 2 1 0 2

(Scope 3)

21�40 2 1 1 1 1 2

(Scope 4)

31�50 1 2 1 1 1 1

(Scope 5)

41�60 0 3 2 0 1 0

(Scope 6)

51�70 1 3 1 0 2 0

(Scope 7)

61�80 x x x x x xSAMPLE

Fig. 2�2�2 : Sample demonstration of the T-Scope’s calculating behavior (Scope 20 & Step 10)



first section of the outcome data in the pilot study is shown in Table 2�2�3. Once this list is

successfully created, this data set can be used to draw line graphs or to conduct any statistical

analyses required, such as a correlation analysis. Statistical correlation analysis between the

conceptual metaphor groups was first made possible by T-Scope 1.0. The raw data in the work-

sheet, which we see in Figure 2�2�2 (left), is not an applicable data format for correlation

analysis on Microsoft Excel because too many zeros occupy most cells in the worksheet. If

conducted, the cells in the correlation table would be all filled with “#DIV/0!” errors.

By applying this ‘Scope & Step’ concept, we can capture the quantitative image of metaphori-

cal expression occurrence within a certain timeframe. It is important to observe the occurrence

and /or co-occurrence by timeframes, not by each individual expression. This is because fre-

quent metaphorical expressions may seem to echo each other by recurring throughout a text

(Koller, 2008 : p. 111). The ‘Scope & Step’ concept, where each scope may overlap the other,

supports this point of view. It is reasonable behavior to quantify the metaphorical expressions,

because, from a chronological point of view, each timeframe can not be an isolated part in the

speech. They actually do relate to each other, and they relay and accumulate the metaphorical

impressions, while proceeding down to the end. This overlapping behavior of T-Scope makes

it possible to quantify the smooth flow of the metaphorical impressions which have occurred in

all timeframes. Needless to say, users can modify the ‘Scope & Step’ parameters freely in

order to meet their own analysis needs.
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Scope CG RG SG HG XG MG Sum

1�85 0 0 0 1 0 1 2

18�102 2 0 1 1 0 1 5

35�119 2 0 1 1 0 1 5

52�136 2 0 2 1 0 1 6

69�153 2 0 2 0 0 1 5

86�170 2 0 3 0 0 0 5

103�187 0 0 2 0 0 0 2

120�204 1 0 2 0 0 0 3

137�221 1 0 1 0 1 0 3

154�238 1 0 1 0 2 0 4

171�255 1 0 0 0 2 0 3

188�272 1 0 0 0 2 0 3

205�289 0 0 1 0 3 0 4

222�306 0 0 1 0 2 0 3

239�323 0 0 1 0 1 0 2

256�340 0 0 1 0 2 0 3

273�357 0 1 1 0 2 0 4

290�374 0 1 0 0 1 0 2

307�391 0 1 0 0 1 0 2

324�408 0 1 0 0 1 2 4

341�425 1 1 0 0 2 2 6

358�442 2 0 0 0 2 2 6

375�459 3 0 0 0 2 2 7

392�476 3 0 1 0 2 2 8

409�493 3 0 1 0 2 0 6

426�510 2 0 2 0 1 0 5

443�527 1 0 3 0 1 0 5

460�544 0 0 3 0 1 0 4

477�561 0 0 2 0 1 0 3

494�578 0 0 2 1 1 0 4

511�595 0 0 1 1 0 0 2

528�612 0 0 0 1 2 0 3

545�629 0 0 0 1 2 0 3

562�646 0 0 0 1 3 0 4

579�663 0 0 0 0 3 0 3

596�680 0 0 0 0 3 0 3

613�697 0 0 1 0 1 0 2

630�714 0 0 2 0 3 0 5

647�731 0 0 2 0 2 0 4

664�748 0 0 2 0 2 0 4

681�765 1 0 2 0 2 0 5

698�782 1 0 1 0 2 0 4

715�799 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

732�816 1 0 0 1 0 0 2

749�833 1 0 0 2 0 0 3

766�850 0 0 0 2 0 0 2

783�867 0 0 0 2 0 0 2

800�884 0 1 0 2 0 0 3

817�901 0 1 0 1 0 1 3

834�918 0 1 1 0 0 1 3

851�935 0 1 1 0 0 1 3

868�952 0 1 1 0 0 1 3

885�969 0 0 1 1 0 1 3

902�986 0 0 1 1 0 0 2

919�1003 0 0 0 1 0 1 2

･･･

Table 2�2�3 : The first section of the outcome data (T-Scope 1.0 / Scope 85 & Step 17)



III. T-Scope－Version 2.0

T-Scope has been improved and its version 2.0 is now available. Major improvements are

described in each of the following sections. It is still necessary to pre-process the corpus data

using WordSmith Tool in advance, to start working on mental distance analysis using T-Scope

2.0. Please note that the numerical values shown in the sample pictures of this section are de-

liberate larger numbers for a clearer demonstration of each feature.

3.1 Easier Operation for More Complex Quantification Tasks

A significant difference to be noticed in T-Scope version 2.0 is its easy-to-use operation inter-

face. Four macro command buttons (Import, Extract, Calculate and CSV Export) are set in the

top of the ‘Grouping’ worksheet (Figure 3�1�1); a main worksheet for all the operations on T-

Scope 2.0. Detailed explanation of the new functions that can be controlled and modified on the

Grouping worksheet shall be explained in Section 3.5.

3.2 Prior Data Processing Using WordSmith Tools

Prior to the mental distance analysis using T-Scope 2.0, it is necessary to concordance the elec-

tric corpus texts beforehand, in order to obtain information about the exact metaphor locations,

using WordSmith Tools. In the process, T-Scope (version 1.0) previously required that the

user should decide the grouping policy for all the metaphorical expressions in advance to put

the group tags in the texts. However, it is no longer necessary when using T-Scope 2.0. It is

because the grouping process can be easily modified and done on the T-Scope 2.0 worksheets.

Therefore, when concordancing the corpus at the first stage, we simply need to list the “can-

didate metaphors” (Charteris-black, 2004 : pp. 35�39), as with the more typical type of corpus-

based metaphor research (Figure 3�2�1). WordSmith tools will directly search for the key-

words, instead of searching for the pre-fixed group tags that identify the associated conceptual
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Fig. 3�1�1 : Main operation window－‘Grouping’ worksheet (T-Scope 2.0)



metaphor groups. This flexible feature (no need of putting grouping tags in advance) also en-

ables us to fully utilize all the corpus-based analysis features, offered by WordSmith Tools. Dis-

persion plots can also be processed, not by the conceptual metaphor groups, but by the

metaphor keywords (Figure 3�2�2).
To demonstrate the sample concordance, a speech corpus of approximately 4,400 words was

employed as the source text. For this demonstration, the keyword list related to the lexical

field of “war,” proposed by Koller (2004 : p. 66), was used.

Once the appropriate metaphor location information has been successfully obtained, the raw

data, displaying the current concordance results, must be saved as an “Excel spreadsheet” for
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Fig. 3�2�1 : First concordancing process to search for metaphor keywords (WordSmith Tools 5.0)

Fig. 3�2�2 : Dispersion plots computed by captured metaphor keywords (WordSmith Tools 5.0)



the mental distance analysis that follows.

3.3 “Import” Button

When the Import button in the ‘Grouping’ worksheet (Figure 3�1�1) is clicked, T-Scope will

automatically :

(1) import the raw data, which has been already saved as an Excel spreadsheet by

WordSmith Tools.

(2) create the ‘Source’ worksheet in the T-Scope spreadsheet book as referential data stor-

age for the related analysis.

Figure 3�3�1 is a sample screenshot of the ‘Source’ worksheet, which has been imported by

T-Scope 2.0. In the C2 cell, the user may input the maximum number of words in the corpus.

If there is no data inputted here, T-Scope will automatically read the E4 cell instead, which

holds the word number at which the last metaphor keyword occurred. The user may specify

the necessary number of groups in the C3 cell. This value should meet the analysis needs ; the

number of conceptual metaphor groups (or categories) that are necessary to conduct the com-

parative mental distance analysis desired.

3.4 “Extract” Button

When the user clicks the Extract button on the Grouping worksheet (Figure 3�1�1), T-Scope

2.0 will automatically :

(1) clear up the existing values on the Grouping worksheet.

(2) read and extract all the keywords from the Source worksheet, and list them vertically
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Fig. 3�3�1 : ‘Source’ worksheet－Imported raw data from WordSmith Tools (T-Scope 2.0)



in the “Keyword” row (stretching from the C5 cell to the Cx3) cell at the bottom).
(3) extend the required number of rows of groups horizontally, located from the E4 cell to

the x4 cell on the right.

(4) create the ‘Values’ worksheet (Figure 3�4�1).
(5) read and extract all the keywords from the Source worksheet, and list them horizontally

in the first row of the Values worksheet (from the B1 cell to the x1 cell on the right),
and complete the transcription of every metaphor presence with the default value of

“1.” This process used to be a very painstaking manual task, before running T-Scope

1.0 (cf. Section 2.1).
This automatic process, completed with a single click, truly saves time and resources in the

mental distance analysis. Not to mention, users may delete and/or add ‘presence,’ if needed, by

modifying the numerical values appearing in the Values worksheet.
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3) Variable number of rows or lines are represented by “x” to identify the final location of the associated

cells.
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Fig. 3�4�1 : Metaphor keyword presence appearing in the ‘Values’ worksheet (T-Scope 2.0)



3.5 Main Screen : ‘Grouping’ Worksheet－Figure 3�1�1

The Grouping worksheet is the main screen of T-Scope (version 2.0). As the name indicates,

users can modify the grouping policy any time. This was previously a more laborious and time-

consuming task, when it was necessary to change the grouping policy when using T-Scope 1.0.

Detailed functions of the Grouping worksheet of T-Scope 2.0 are explained as follows.

3.5.1 Grouping Function

As explained in the previous section, all the keywords are automatically extracted and displayed

in the Keyword row (stretching from the C5 cell to the Cx cell at the bottom). The group cells

(stretching from the E4 cell to the x4 cell on the right) have also been created automatically.

The number of group rows is already set, according to the user’s preference, specified in the

C3 cell on the Source worksheet. The names of the groups written in the cells can be modified

if necessary. If group names are changed, these new names will be automatically displayed in

the Result worksheet,

In order to categorize a certain keyword into a certain group, double-click the cell, which is

located at the intersection of the appropriate Keyword line and the Group row. If an empty cell

is double-clicked, the default numerical value of “1” will appear. If the cell, in which an existing

number is already shown, is double-clicked, the value will be cleared and returned to null again.

3.5.2 “MTP (MulTiPly)” Feature

The numerical values, which users set in the Grouping worksheet, represents the default men-

tal distance index that will be applied to the specified metaphor keyword(s), when the final cal-

culation is conducted on the Result worksheet. The default mental distance index for each

presence of metaphorical expression was a fixed value of “1” with T-Scope 1.0. However, from

the version 2.0, T-Scope has become capable of handling subtle differences in each parameter

setting. If users wish to change the default mental distance index, they can modify the numeri-

cal values in the corresponding cells from 1 to any number of their preference, within the range

of 0.1 to x.

The shaded MTP cells are the places to modify the default mental distance index, which af-

fects : (1) all the keywords in the same single group－if set in a cell on the MTP line (from the

E3 cell to the x3 cell on the right), or (2) a single keyword in all the groups－if set in a cell

in the MTP row (from the B5 cell to the Bx cell at the bottom).
If a user wishes to modify the specific individual mental distance index for a specific meta-

phorical expression, he/she may modify it by directly changing the default value of “1,” which

has already been transcribed onto the Values worksheet, to any number of the user’s choice.

The total mental distance value at a certain presence location of the metaphorical expression

will be calculated by the following numerical expression : “Value ＝(a)×(b)×(c)×(d)”
below.

(a) The index set on the Values worksheet

(b) The index set in the Keyword cells on the Grouping worksheet

(c) The index set in the cells in the MTP row

(d) The index set in the cells on the MTP line
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For a demonstrative reason, the default values are modified in Figure 3�1�1, in order to clearly

show the outline of the calculation process. It is not recommended, however, to modify the in-

dividual settings of the mental distance indexes, unless an advanced requirement is additionally

desired.

3.5.3 “Verify” Feature

Verify cells on the Grouping worksheet are those which stretch vertically from the A5 cell to

the Ax cell at the bottom, and which stretch horizontally from the D2 cell to the x2 cell on the

right. Verify cells show the sums of the total mental distance indexes displayed in on the

Grouping worksheet.

Each Verify cell located in the row A shows the total sum of the mental distance indexes set

in each group located on the same horizontal line. As for the case in Figure 3�1�1, the numeri-

cal impression set in the A5 cell is : A5＝sum(E5 : J5). In the same way, the numerical impres-

sion in the E2 cell is : E2＝sum(E5 : E23).
Assuming that every individual mental distance index is “1,” all Verify cells display the num-

ber of items set in the corresponding rows or lines. This will help users to double-check that

there is no keyword left un-categorized, or that there is no group without an associated key-

word within. The parameters, pre-set in the Verify cells, can not be overwritten by users.

3.6 “Calculate” Button

When the Calculate button on the Grouping worksheet is clicked, T-Scope 2.0 will :

(1) create the ‘Result’ worksheet.

(2) open up a ‘Parameter Setting’ dialog box to ask for the ‘Scope & Step’ values to the

user.

(3) calculate all the mental distance values captured in each scope, and display the result in

the Result worksheet (Figure 3�6�1).
The ‘Sum’ button, located in the A1 cell at the upper left corner of the worksheet, is used to

calculate the sum of the values of all groups in each scope. It will also automatically create the
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Fig. 3�6�1 : Sample calculation result of the mental distance values (T-Scope 2.0/Scope 100 & Step 50)



‘Sum’ row on the right.

Once this result table is obtained, users may utilize it to draw line graphs to visually depict

the mental distance flows. Or they may conduct various types of statistical analysis with this

valuable set of data.

3.7 “CSV Export” Button

The CSV Export button is used when users need to export the ‘grouping policy’ of the key-

words applied in the mental distance analysis, in the CSV file format. As for the sample dem-

onstration displayed in Figure 3�1�1, the CSV data that is exported by clicking the CSV Export

button is shown in table 3�7�1.

Since the CSV is a flexible data format, it is expected that this exported file will be fully util-

ized in another application. An automatic tagging program is a feature under current develop-

ment. It will automatically put group tags, such as＜Group-A＞ and＜Group-B＞, back in the

original electric texts, following the category information given in the CSV file. With this type

of automatic tagging application, it will become much easier to interpret the dispersion plots on

WordSmith Tools, especially divided by the groups－not by a lot of individual keywords. This

automatic tagging program will expand the utility of the T-Scope application.

IV. Further Developments－Conclusion

In 2009, T-Scope 1.0 opened a new doorway to analyzing the chronological roles of metaphors

by visually demonstrating the chronological variations of the mental distance flows captured in

business speeches. Since then, the research methodology, as well as the T-Scope program
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[Keyword] , ALL , group-A , group-B , group-C , group-D , group-E , group-F

fight*,1 ,1 , , , , 1 ,

attack*,1 , , 1 , , , ,

campaign*,1 , , , 1 , , ,

* launch*,1 , , , , , , 1

target*,1 , , 1.5 , , , ,

arm*,1 ,1 , , 1 , , 1 ,

war*,1 , , , , 1 , ,

bleed*,1 , , , , , 1 ,

blood*,1 ,1.2 , , , , ,

surviv*,1 , , , , 1 , ,

brutal*,1 ,1 , , , , ,

troop*,1 , , 1 , , , ,

enemy ,1 , , , , , , 1

kill*, 1 , , , 1 , , ,

victor*,1 , , , , 1.1 , ,

*trench*,1 , , , 1 , , 1

weapon*,1 ,1 , , , ,

*battle*,1 , , , 1.6 , ,

veteran*,1 , , 1 , , ,

Table 3�7�1 : CSV output for extended research (T-Scope 2.0)



itself, has been developed to propose an insightful and persuasive solution to metaphor re-

searchers.

What is necessary at this point, however, is to re-consider the fact that computers do not

think. As Gries (2009 : p. 173) argues, especially in corpus linguistics, it is necessary to ex-

plore the ways to fully utilize the ‘raw’ data computed by the concordancing application. T-

Scope is designed as a tool to maximize the utilization of the data, but there remains a great

deal of improvement. A corpus-based approach is inevitable in metaphor research, because

“human beings are incapable of manually analyzing large collections of data in a limited time

frame” (Tenorio, 2009 : p. 118). Therefore, T-Scope has to be improved in order to undertake

as many parts of hand-annotating work as possible in any type of metaphor analyses.

A metaphor identification process is, of course, one task which can be dealt with by T-Scope

3.0 or later versions in the near future. In order to overcome the “pre-set keyword” policy

(Shimizu 2010b : p. 205) in corpus-based metaphor analysis, a practical next step is to improve

T-Scope to be able to better handle the candidate metaphors at the beginning of each research.

The automatic CSV output function, which T-Scope 2.0 offers in the spreadsheet, is one of the

practical steps on the way to the goal. By accumulating and analyzing these metaphor key-

words and categorization criteria in the simple CSV format, it is very important to conduct fur-

ther research. Through this process, it is hoped that the metaphor researchers will present and

share their own ‘personal’ technologies, such as T-Scope, in order to build up reliable metaphor

identification programs.

For example, the T-Scope-compatible automatic tagging program, is currently being devel-

oped. As mentioned in the previous section, it is planned that the Extract & Grouping functions

of T-Scope 2.0 will be used to categorize the metaphor keywords. These categorized keywords

will help identify other metaphorical expressions in the wider business speech corpora. In tan-

dem with the developing process of the new application, T-Scope will continue to be revised to

be more capable of dealing with the metaphor identification issues, while refining the research

quality of the original chronological mental distance analysis in speech communication. This

challenge shall be a new quest requiring closer collaboration between specialized metaphor re-

searchers and experienced computer scientists.
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